Wrapping up their First Year!

Well, it's finally here, the end of your students first year of college. Can you believe it? This last semester went so fast and these last two weeks are no exception! Your student is probably already experiencing final class projects, presentations, and also preparing for their final exams next week. This can be a stressful time, but it is good to remind your student that the end is in sight and with lots of studying, hard-work and of course, rest, they can have a successful finals week.

We also wanted to touch base with family members about a few housekeeping items that your student will/should be completing by the end of the semester. Perhaps before you load the U-haul and bring your student back home, you will just want to ask them if they have completed the following:

1. Completed all course work for the semester
2. Registered for Fall 2017 classes
3. Completed the FASFA, and checked their awards
4. Paid any outstanding account balances (yes, that means parking tickets)
5. Completed the 2017 housing application if they are living on campus
6. Signed-up to check-out of their residence hall

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to get to know your students this last year. It is a pleasure serving your students during such a pivotal time in their education and their personal development. Although your student may no longer be a First Year student, they are always welcome in the First Year Program.

I also know that this year has probably been a challenge for you as family members, and I want you to know that the support you gave your student has not gone unnoticed! Your guidance led them through this year, and for that, you deserve a HUGE high five :).

Good luck with having your students back at home with you—we look forward to you sending them back our way in the fall.

Go Lopers!

Sincerely,
Support your Loper!
Gifts to the UNK Parents Fund make campus better for not only your Loper, but all students!
Visit nufoundation.org/unkparentsfund to make a gift.